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a Explain the working principle of Wein-bridge oscillator using BJT and

derive the expression for frequency of oscillations.
b In a Wein-bridge oscillator, if the value of R is 100 KC), and frequency of

oscillation is 10 KHz, Examine the value of capacitor C.

OR
Explain Hartley oscillator using BJT and derivethe expression for its
frequency of oscillations and condition for sustained oscillations..

5 a Draw the various functional blocks of an operational amplifier IC. Explain
each block.

b Draw the equivalent circuit diagram of Op amp and derive the expression
for gain of inverting amplifier.

7 a Design a differentiator to differentiate z,n input signal that varies
frequency from 10 Hz to about I kHz.

b Explain sample and hold circuit using op-amp
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OR
6 a List out the ideal characteristics of an operational amplifier. L4

b An op-amp has a slew rate of 2Yly;s. What is the maximum frequency of L4
an output sinusoid of peak value 5V at which the distortion sets in due to
the slew rate limitation

6M

OR
Explain the operation of triangular wave generator with neat circuit diagram
and derive the equation for output frequency
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I a Prove that bandwidth of an amplifier can be extended by using negative L5 6M
feedback amplifier?

b An amplifier has voltage gain with feedback of 100. If the gain without L4
feedback changes by 20% and the gain with feedback should not vary more

than2oh, determine the value of open-loop gain, A and feedback ratio, B.

OR
2 a Determine the input and output resistances of Current Shunt feedback Lz

amplifier.

b An amplifier has midband voltage gain of 1000 with fl,:5\Hz,fh:5Okhz L4
,if Soh of feedback is applied then calculate fl,fh with feedback

L3
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Design a highpass filter at a cut-of frequency of l0kHz with passband gain

1.5 and plot frequency response of this circuit.

OR
a Draw and explain the weighted resistor DAC
b An S-bit Analog to Digital converter has a supply voltage of +l2volts.

Calculate:

i) The voltage step size for LSB.

ii) The value of analog input voltage for a digital output ofO100l0l 1 .
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